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Lubplus Valve & Injector Cleaner ensures effective cleaning 
of valves, injector nozzles and the piston crown without 
dismantling. Removes operationally caused contamination in 
the entire fuel injection system. Only a clean fuel system 
guarantees clean and powerful combustion and efficient 
engine performance! Recommended for all petrol engines, 
especially in case of cold start problems or bad exhaust 
values because of deposits.
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Properties Application

Table of properties

Improves engine performance and provides a powerful 
stable combustion process.
Easy application without extra effort.
Optimizes the fuel consumption and the exhaust gas 
emission values. 
Significantly prolongs the life span of the engine and 
ensures smooth running.

Add every 6 months or if needed 
before every tank filling to to the fuel 
tank before filling up. 
Treats 40-60L of petrol. For larger 
tank volumes add 0,5% of the filling 
content for every Liter. 
Works during operation.

Property      Test Method   Unit    Value

Density     DIN 12185   g/cm3   0.79
Kinematic Viscosity @ 40⁰C   DIN EN ISO 3104  mm2/s   1.01
Flash Point ⁰C     ISO 3679   ⁰C   42
Color/Appearance         Light yellow liquid

* Characteristic values can fluctuate within the normal range. The information in this publication is based on our current knowledge and experience. They do not release the user from their 
own tests and trials due to possible influences during the processing and application of our products. A legally binding assurance of certain properties or the suitability for a specific application 
cannot be derived from our information. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to observe any property rights as well as existing laws and regulations. 


